A basic problem in the image denoising is noise pressing and edge preserving, while it is difficult to do well in the two aspects at the same time. The Partial Differential Equation (PDE) based methods, such as nonlinear diffusing method, energy minimal method and active contour method, provide a new choice. Here, focus is put on the classic Total Variation and hypersurface minimal problems, which consider regularizing term of isolevel smoothing and mean curvature. In fact, Total Variation smoothing term works well for preserving clear edges and inefficiently in plain areas, while hypersurface minimal smoothing term does well on denoising in plain areas and excessively on edges causing blurring. A projected isolevel curvature is proposed here just as the Beltrami-Laplace operator to mean curvature, considering the gradient while smoothing and keeping edge sharp effectively. And a mixed curvature of mean curvature and projected isolevel curvature forms by a weighting variable. The new denoising method based on the mixed curvature, smoothing in plain areas of image like hypersurface minimal and on edges like a projected isolevel curvature diffusing. Results of relative experiments indicate the proposed mixed curvature denoising method possesses the merits of the two original.
Introduction
In the past 20 years, the theory of level sets and Partial Differential Equation(PDE) [1] [2] [3] [4] has developed in a variety of directions of image processing, such as denoising and restoration, segmentation, inpainting, decomposing and so on [5] [6] . In the aspect of denoising, Tikhonov and Arsenin gave the Tikhonov model in 1977, then, Rudin, Osher and Fatemi proposed the improved one, Total Variation model [7] . Later, many new methods were proposed with different advantages. Here, focus is put on the hypersurface minimal model and Beltrami flow model. The hypersurface minimal model offers a minimal surface area evolution solution while Beltrami flow driven by a projected mean curvature. But the former brings blurred edges and latter burred. Here provide a mixed solution and the new denoise method provide clear and smooth edges. 
Hypersurface Minimal and Total Variation Smoothing
In fact, displacement of points on surface should be in the curvature directions, namely coordinates of pixels should change during the procedure. The (1) put all the coordinate components on gray value; it makes edges smoothing more than designed. The Total Variation smoothing take place only on the perpendicular direction of gradient, it also makes blurring more in corners than in straight part of edges.
Beltrami flow method make a projection of curvature to gray axis, that is gray change only depend on the corresponding component [10] [11] [12] . Beltrami flow diffusing equation is:
H is called Beltrami-Laplace operator.
K is called "projected curvature" temporarily. A simple example of the four diffusing equations for same time is shown in Fig. 1 . As shown, Beltrami-Laplace operator and mean curvature all worked better on plain area [13] while isolevel curvature and projected curvature smoothing only on tangent directions of levellines [14] [15] . BeltramiLaplace operator and projected curvature did well on edge better and kept sharper edge than the other two for taking projection into account.
Blurred or burred edge and noisy plain area are bad for processing results, then a compound method designed for a good solution is proposed. Mixing surface curvature and isolevel curvature, non-projected and projected curvature, that is a mixed curvature:
Assuming that it removes noises in plain areas effectively and keeps edges smooth and clear.
How to Get It?
With the given assumption, firstly a compound function ( , ) M a b like this:
 is a weighting variable, it should be decreasing and approach 0 in plain area and 1 on steep edge for the designed goal. Then the problem is how to distinguish edges from plain areas by the weighting variable. Curvature and gradient all are geometric measure of surface [16] . It is known that the two main curvatures of surface, Gaussian curvature and mean curvature are defined:  are the principal curvatures, corresponding to the maximum and minimum curvatures.
Gaussian curvature takes the product, whose sign is useful for check convex and concave property, mean curvature provides a good measure. But steep edge doesn't indicate greater curvature than plain areas, a example of one dimensional staircase image on jump point, whose curvature corresponding to different drop heights is shown in Fig. 2 . The steepest staircase edge has no any more difference with plain area on curvature, the same to 2 dimensional image surfaces. However, norm of gradient is a good indicator for gray value varying.
A version of  provided is like this:
s is a positive constant, controlling the increasing speed of  on norm of gradient, namely the sensitivity to different edges.
The little value of s makes  sensitive to little gray value jump, that is isolevel smoothing determine the final result, then greater s and isolevel smoothing mainly on greater jump. When s approach 0, the mixed curvature became isolevel curvature, and  the Beltrami-Laplace operator. Fig. 3 shows  changing on different s values. The results of 1 s  and is 5 s  are better in plain area and edges, little s makes edge sharper and greater s blurring edges. Adding in a fidelity term, a new denoising equation is born from (6) 
f is the noisy image,  is a positive weighting constant.
Experiments
The first denoising experiment was carried out on a synthetic image shown in The second denoising experiment was carried out on a remote sensing image shown in The processed images kept most all of the useful information and noise was removed obviously, though some details, such as farm balks, couldn't be restored from noisy image for they have been submerged in noise. Restored part of image kept clear edges as same as original mostly. PSNR of them are shown in Fig. 7 . Values of PSNR ranging from 17.5 to 24.8, increased with  from 50 to 100 but slower and slower so that there is only little difference between 90 and 100. At each  , PSNR increase with s from 10 to 100 slower and slower, then mostly unchanged when s lager than 80. So for the noisy remote sensing image, proposed method would get a similar result on PSNR with a λ larger than 60 and a s larger than 50.
Conclusion
A mixed curvature denoising method is proposed here, which denoise in plain areas of image as hypersurface minimal and smooth at edges on the tangent direction of isolevel and a variable adjust the two status. The special features collect merits of Total Variation and hypersurface minimal, relative experiments carried out and analysis results showed the advantages over other conditional variation denoising method.
The expression of α given here is simple, more smart and powerful function would be found in further research.
